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This workshop, dedicated to logistics governance issues, will study the impact of the
application of sustainable development, due to an increasing demand of our Society.
The concentration of individuals in metropolitan areas induces a high concentration
of logistics flows towards a few territorial nodes, in a context where 85% of transport
is delivering by truck. The nuisances (noise, visual pollution, greenhouse gases, fine
particles), the European goal of "zero carbon" by 2050, as well as the challenge of
making the regions more resilient invite local authorities to rethink these flows
(prohibition of trucks in the city, optimization of flows to reduce the number of
vehicles, development of river and rail transport, urban distribution centers,…).
The CSR 2018 logistics reference framework also helped to mobilize companies
affected by the reorganization of the flows that have emerged. This reorganization of
flows transforms spaces and redefines them as well as their hierarchies (Savy, 2006).
Supply chains (Mentzer et al., 2001), in a context of globalization (Waters, 2011), are
increasingly complex and their operation is now focusing on the reliability of each
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link (Manners-Bell, 2014): transport, storage, storage, cross-docking, handling, comanufacturing, co-packing, distribution. In this context, can logistics be consider as
an instrument of development or even territorial governance? What are the
consequences of these reconfigurations for the economic and social development of
territories and companies embedded in multi-stakeholder channels (Mentzer et al.,
2001)? How do territorial communities and private actors contribute to those
changes? Can we identify mechanisms of territorial governance of logistics
development (Guérin, Lambert, 2012, Masson, 2017)? These questions will add to our
understanding of the impact of good territorial logistic governance on sustainable
development.
Several levels of analysis can be approved: interactions between actors (public /
private partnerships, consequences of transformations on actors); interactions
between logistics, regional planning and attractiveness of the territory; distribution
systems; geopolitics of the territories; e-logistics; contribution of new technologies to
the logistics performance of territories .... These different analyzes will enable us to
better understand how logistics, by integrating public and private environmental
requirements, contributes to the redefinition of spaces and the redistribution of
power in the territories. The workshop is open to theoretical proposals, empirical but
also to feedback of practitioners.
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